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ABSTRACT
We participated in all phases of the term question task and the essay question task in Japanese. We described changes since the QA Lab-2 and methods for the evaluation method subtask. Although the changes did not bring the major improvement, using ‘implicit keywords’ extracted from question texts makes the results better. The evaluation method using gold standard nuggets achieved the best results.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Question answering is widely regarded as an advancement in information retrieval. However, QA systems are not as popular as search engines in the real world. In order to apply QA systems to real-world problems we tackle the QA-Lab task dealing with Japanese university entrance exams of world history. Japanese university entrance exams have the following two stages: The National Center Test (multiple choice-type questions) and second-stage exams (essay questions and term questions).

The NTCIR-13 QA Lab-3 set the following three tasks: multiple-choice question task, term question task and essay question task. At the QAL Lab-3 a new subtask, evaluation-method subtask, is added to the essay question task. We tackled the term question task and the essay question task including the evaluation-method subtask, and reported the results and the consideration in this paper.

Basically, our systems for the term question task and the essay question end-to-end subtask are successors of our systems at the QA Lab-2. Therefore, we described main changes since the QA Lab-2.

2. RESOURCE
We used the following data as the knowledge source.

• four world history textbooks which QA Lab organizers supplied
• world history glossary (6,081 entry words)
• Q&A collection (4,324 Q&A pairs)
• world history event ontology [2]¹
• Japanese thesaurus (about 300,000 entry words)

3. TERM QUESTION ANSWERING SYSTEM
Figure 1 shows the term type question answering pipeline, which is the same as the QA Lab-2 Forst system.

Changes since the QA Lab-2 are as follows:

• The current system became able to answer questions that together asks different type things such as a title of work and the author,
• The later keywords appear in a question, the more emphasized they are in answer selection,
• Extending dictionary for named entities of world history,
• Adding decision rules for question types,

¹http://researchmap.jp/zoeai/event-ontology-EVT/
If the same answer is extracted from different documents, the scores are merged (majority decision).

4. ESSAY QUESTION ANSWERING SYSTEM

About the extraction and the summarization subtasks, there are no changes since the QA Lab-2. Therefore, we described the systems for the end-to-end and the evaluation-method subtasks.

4.1 For End-to-end Task

We developed four types of end-to-end systems. The first system (Priority 1 at Phase-1 and -2) is almost the same as one at QA Lab-2, as shown in Figure 2. The change is to add sentences from top in the MMR ranking [3] to answer when the answer is shorter than the length limitation. The flow of the second system (Priority 2 at Phase-1 and -2) is as follows:

- Extracting nouns from a given question,
- Selecting keywords using the world history named entity dictionary,
- Retrieving passages using the passage retrieval module of the term question answering system,
- Making essays by combining passages within the length limitation,
- Ranking essays by using keywords in essay.

The concept of the second system is use of ‘implicit keywords’ that are question focuses but not stated positively. For finding such implicit keywords, we assumed that they were represented by named entities in questions. The third system (Priority 3 at Phase-1) is based on the similarity using Q&A corpus, which is our own collection of Q&A pairs we collected from the past exams and so on. The system selects a Q&A pair of which question text is the most similar to given question text, and outputs the answer text of the pair if the answer text includes keywords. The third system is an example-based question answering, and focuses on simple essay questions of which length is smaller than 100 characters. The fourth system (Priority 3 at Phase-2) is the extend of the second system, which takes account of the word co-occurrence frequency between question and answer texts in the Q&A pairs.

We also developed a system for English end-to-end subtask. The system is the same as the Japanese first system. However, the knowledge source is translated by Google translation, and Stanford CoreNLP [4] is used for parsing.

4.2 For Evaluation Method Task

We developed two types of evaluation method systems. The first system (Priority 1 at Phase-1 and -2) is based on world history terms. Using the world history named entity dictionary, the system counts the number of terms in a essay, and the count is simply regarded as the essay score. The second system (Priority 2 at Phase-1 and -2) is based on a given set of gold standard nuggets. The system segments an essay into sentences by punctuation, and counts the number of nuggets that are matched with any one of the sentences. If more than one words in a nugget are included in a sentence, the nugget is matched with the sentence. The matching number is regarded as the essay score.

5. EXPERIMENTS

Table 1 shows the results of the term question task. In comparison with the QA Lab-2 results, the QA Lab-3 changes did not bring the improvement of the correct rates. The idea of majority decision did not always work well, sometimes
brought a wrong answer even if the first-ranked answer was correct.

Table 2 shows the results of the essay question task. The second system was better than the first system. This means that using the implicit keywords was effective. The third system achieved the best score, although the score obtained by answering only simple essay questions. In world history questions, example-based question answering is effective if there are enough amount of Q&A pairs. However, in the case of complex essay questions, there are little similar questions. The fourth system of which scoring module took account of co-occurrence in the Q&A pairs was not better than the second system that is the base system of the fourth system. Developing a hybrid system with example-based is future work.

Table 3 shows the results of the evaluation method task. The second system using the given gold standard nuggets was better than the first system using named entities, and obtained the best result among all submissions to the QA Lab-3. However, it could not exceed the Pyramid and the ROUGE scores. We will further research on the difference from human marks.

6. CONCLUSION
We participated in all phases of the term question task and the essay question task in Japanese. We described changes since the QA Lab-2 and methods for the evaluation method subtask. Although the changes did not bring the major improvement, using ‘implicit keywords’ extracted from question texts makes the results better. The evaluation method using gold standard nuggets achieved the best results.
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